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DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY + SETUP 
Slug Media will a craft a comprehensive digital marketing strategy 
to help brand and market your business and its services. 

We conduct research on the current market trends and best 
practices in your industry and target market to reverse engineer a 
marketing plan that work best for your business and your market. 

We will set up or conduct an audit of your social media pages and 
optimize them for engagement and way finding. We will update 
phone numbers, hours, addresses and other business information 
so that it is current and easy to find.

starting at $500

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT + REPORTING
Slug Media will create and post original content according to 
the optimal schedule outlined in the digital media strategy. In 
addition to photos and videos, posts may also include but are 
not limited to website links, Facebook event listings, Instagram 
stories, IGTV and Reels. 

Slug Media will engage and interact with guests that have 
messaged or tagged the business in their posts. 

Slug Media will drive awareness and engagement online with 
contests, giveaways and promotions to generate buzz around 
newsworthy items and collect user generated content (UGC) for 
re-posting.

A monthly report of social media metrics and key performance 
indicators (KPIs) along with recommendations will be provided 
for all social media activity.

starting at $1,000 /month 

CONTENT PRODUCTION 
Slug Media produces high-quality digital photo and video content 
ready for social media, websites, or print.  

GRANT SHINDO THOMAS OBUNGEN
chuggy@slug.media

808-391-8604
thomaso@slug.media

808-221-0979

CONTENT SHOOT ............................................ $600 
Includes 30 hi-res photos or video clips edited for use anywhere

ADD ON THE FOLLOWING

15-SECOND SPOT ........................................... $200
Edited 15-second advertisement, vertical or horizontal format

30-SECOND SPOT ........................................... $300
Edited 30-second advertisement, vertical or horizontal format

FEATURE VIDEO ...................................starting at $500
Branded video from 1 to 6 minutes long

CONTENT BUNDLES

IGTV VIDEO SERIES .......................................$1,500
Branded IGTV video series with 8 videos, 1-4 minutes long 

SOCIAL MEDIA AD CAMPAIGN ........................... $800
Content shoot, 2 15-second spots, 10 photos, copywriting for posts

MONTHLY SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT .................... $600
Content shoot + 30 photos, 15 video clips (does not include posting or 
strategy)

EMAIL NEWSLETTER CAMPAIGN  .............. $200 /month  
Branded email newsletter designed with up to 5 photos, copywriting 


